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The Sword of Summer
Penguin
After 10 years owning
and managing a brewery,
I've learned some things.
Namely that if I wanted
to make any money I
should have stayed in
the fitness business.
This book will teach you
the right way to start
and operate a brewery
by pulling back the
curtain on all the wrong
things I did when I
founded my small, family-
run brewery, The New
Braunfels Brewing
Company, back in 2012.
It's a bit of a "How To"
in reverse. My 10
mistakes will walk you
through recipe design,
equipment selection,
distributor relations, and
even how to deal with
online beer reviews. The
final chapter is how to
manage your cash flow,
which might be the most

important lesson you can
learn. I truly want you to
be successful in your
business and have all the
fun. But buckle up
because you've got a lot
of preparation and
planning to do if you ever
hope to make that
happen. The lessons
you'll learn will help you
in any business but I
wrote it for brewery-folk.
There are formulas, bad
jokes and real-world
examples that will show
you where all the
landmines are and how to
avoid them. I'll probably
make you laugh, I'll likely
make you mad and I hope
I don't make you cry. But
if you read my book I will
definitely make you
better equipped to open
any business, but
especially your own
brewery. "How Not To
Start A Damn Brewery is
a must read for anyone
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looking to open a damn
brewery. Kelly's
authentic, creative and
unorthodox style of
brewing beer is reflected
in his writing, snowflakes
be warned. You will
laugh, you might be
offended, but at the end
of it, you will have
learned tricks of the
trade from one of the
best damn brewery
owners around." Matt
Smart - Sales Manager,
Bluebonnet Distributing
"Kelly offers a sincere
take on what it is like
navigating the ups and
downs of today's beer
market in the US. While
Kelly and I express
ourselves in different
ways, there is no
mistaking his concern for
the current state of how
things are done as well
as enlightening the new
brewery owner to the
lessons learned from his

mistakes. His candor and
willingness to share an
unedited version of his
life in the industry is
refreshing and rare."
Seth Weatherly - 5
Stones Artisan Brewery
"Would-be brewers will
save themselves a lot of
tears and bad beers if
they give this book a
read. Experienced pros
will get a laugh because
they made the same
damn mistakes. And any
beer drinker will enjoy
this authentic and fun
inside look at what it
takes to put a beer in
your glass." Don Russell
Creator & Chief Beer
Drinker at Joe Sixpack's
Philly Beer World
Northwest Passage Goruck
Media
Nothing can ruin a new school
year...except maybe a pesky
little brother. This Step 4 reader
is the perfect back-to-school
story for newly independent
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readers! Will should be excited
to start third grade. But his little
brother, Steve, is starting
kindergarten. The same laugh-
out-loud writing and hilarious
illustrations that brought us
How Not to Babysit Your
Brother now portray the
tribulations and embarrassments
of starting school with a very
troublesome little brother.
School will never be the same!
Step 4 Readers use challenging
vocabulary and short paragraphs
to tell exciting stories. For newly
independent readers who read
simple sentences with
confidence.

All Groan Up Del Rey
When you write a memoir,
there's no place to hide.
author Lynda
Filler"Powerful and
unforgettable" JackMagnus,
5 Star Readers'
Favorite"This is a book
every human alive should
read and take away the
lessons given. If I could give

it ten stars, I would. It's that
good."J. SikesWhen your
cardiologist tells you to "Get
your affairs in order, your
heart condition is incurable,"
what do you do?Lynda
shares her personal story in
the typical fast-paced, edgy,
in-your-face style she's
known for in her writing.
She will walk you through
her journey to self-love
sharing her belief in journals,
love, prayer, soul, spirituality
and positive mindset.She's
hard-hitting but
compassionate. She writes
about romantic experiences
that may shock you but
makes no apologies for her
unconventional lifestyle. Nor
does she hold back taking
responsibility for the things
that she believes created her
dis-ease.You will definitely
question a woman who walks
around in denial; then makes
a decision to drive, all alone,
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from Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
to Whistler, Canada with
undiagnosed Idiopathic
Dilated Cardiomyopathy.
Men and women are often
self-care-challenged and
Lynda was no the
exception.If you are fighting
any kind of illness or dis-
ease, you are not alone!
Lynda has walked her talk,
and after an experience in
the summer of 2015 relating
to Dr. Wayne Dyer, she is
now ready to release her
storyLynda knows how it
feels to be told you're not
healing or your condition is
incurable. At no point will
she undermine anything
your physicians tell you to
do. She is not a medical
doctor. She will explain the
powerful, yet simple
concepts, beliefs, balance
and faith that she believes
led to her healing. Most of
all, she will show you how

she used these simple
principles to design and live,
the fully healed life she now
enjoys in 2017.You will
shake your head in wonder,
laugh, and maybe cry too. If
you want less pain, worry,
and stress about dis-ease and
life in general, you will want
to read this simple yet
powerful story.
It Did Not Start
With JFK Volume 1:
The Decades of
Events that Led to
the Assassination
of John F Kennedy
Simon and Schuster
In today's
interconnected
world, most people
have acquired
knowledge of
producing the best
result but are
still stuck in the
how do I start
phase. You don't
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want your big
dreams, if you have
one, and plans fade
away like it never
existed just
because you don't
have the resources.
This book will do
justice to that in
a very simplified
way such that by
the time you are
reading the last
chapter, you have
already started.The
subtitle of this
book is "Start
Now". That's
because I believe
that achieving any
height of success
or milestone can
only be possible
if, against all
odds, you started.
You will remember
back in school when
our instructors ask

us questions and we
are supposed to
answer, maybe after
someone has
answered it, but we
are like, "that is
what I wanted to
say". Funny memory,
right? The truth
is, the world will
recognize who does
it first, not who
has it in mind
first.
Phoenix in Action
Sunbury Press
This guide reveals how
writers can utilize cognitive
storytelling strategies to
craft stories that ignite
readers’ brains and
captivate them through
each plot element. Imagine
knowing what the brain
craves from every tale it
encounters, what fuels the
success of any great story,
and what keeps readers
transfixed. Wired for Story
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reveals these cognitive
secrets—and it’s a game-
changer for anyone who has
ever set pen to paper. The
vast majority of writing
advice focuses on “writing
well” as if it were the same
as telling a great story. This
is exactly where many
aspiring writers fail—they
strive for beautiful
metaphors, authentic
dialogue, and interesting
characters, losing sight of
the one thing that every
engaging story must do:
ignite the brain’s hardwired
desire to learn what
happens next. When writers
tap into the evolutionary
purpose of story and
electrify our curiosity, it
triggers a delicious
dopamine rush that tells us
to pay attention. Without it,
even the most perfect prose
won’t hold anyone’s
interest. Backed by recent
breakthroughs in
neuroscience as well as

examples from novels,
screenplays, and short
stories, Wired for Story
offers a revolutionary look at
story as the brain
experiences it. Each chapter
zeroes in on an aspect of
the brain, its corresponding
revelation about story, and
the way to apply it to your
storytelling right now.
Codependent No More
Penguin
Have you been led to
believe that sales
success is about learning
killer closing techniques
and being the master of
selling anything to
anyone? It isn't. If you
want to drive mega long-
term sales, get buckets of
repeat business and
referrals and be the top
producer in your
company, SHUT UP!
Stop Talking and Start
Making Money will fast
track your success. You
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don't have to be the best
presenter or stunning
public speaker. Your
customers don't care what
car you drive and
designer clothes you own.
Decision makers want to
deal with Salespeople
have learned to SHUT UP
and stop selling them
something they don't want
to buy. They want to
engage with Salespeople
who get it! In this book,
you will learn The Five
Success Skills of
Professional Salespeople
in B2B (Business to
Business selling) and B2C
(Business to Consumer
selling): Ask Great
Questions - Get great
answers to find the true
needs of your client.
Actively Listen - SHUT UP
and hear what your
customer is telling you.
Paraphrase - Capture the

meaning of what was said
and confirm the message.
Summarize the
Customer's Full Needs -
The master paraphrase!
Project a Positive
Personality - Have fun
and enjoy the process!
Sales success is not
rocket science. Stop
closing your customers
and start connecting with
them! Too many
Salespeople blow a sale
by focusing on their
commission, bonus and
ego. They rush the sales
process to prove to their
Sales Manager that they
are filling their sales
funnel with the required
activity level in cold calls,
appointments and
presentations. The quality
of your client
engagements will make
the biggest difference in
your ability to be the
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Salesperson that clients
want to do business with
repeatedly! Are you are
tired of clients who say
"maybe" to only find them
running away from your
efforts to get a final
decision? Are too many
customers asking you to
send them an email
versus booking an
appointment with you? Do
your clients use a cheap
competitor to beat you up
on price and put the boots
to you? SHUT UP! Stop
Talking and Start Making
Money will teach you how
to lose fast with the wrong
customers and win with
the right ones by
engaging with decision
makers that meet your
ideal customer profile and
close themselves. You will
learn to get rid of
customer objections by
countering them before

they even enter your
client's mind. Read the
reviews from actual
Salespeople who have
seen great sales results
from this book and its Five
Star Reviews. SHUT UP!
Stop Talking and Start
Making Money is a
practical guide of proven,
consultative sales
techniques to generate
sales through trust, needs
analysis and the use of
social media for inbound
marketing. The greatest
skill in Professional Sales
is the ability to listen, not
talk. If you truly believe
that, allow this book to
give you the tools to gain
confidence and develop
your natural abilities.
SHUT UP! Stop Talking
and Start Making Money
is based on the 30 years
of practical experience of
the author - Dave
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Warawa. SHUT UP! Stop
Talking and Start Making
Money also has a
complete Social Media
Guide for Professional
Salespeople. Start using
Facebook, Google+,
LinkedIn, Twitter,
YouTube and Blogging to
drive inbound marketing.
It's short, easy to read
chapters are great for
experienced sales
veterans looking to reach
out to new ways to grow
business, as well as new
Professional Salespeople
looking to build a lifetime
career in the industry.
Stop trying to be
successful in sales and
start reaching the
achievement levels of the
top-producers today!
Essentialism Penguin
The Good Soldier A Tale of
Passion by Ford Madox
Ford At the fashionable

German spa town Bad
Nauheim, two wealthy, fin
de siecle couples - one
British, the other American -
meet for their yearly
assignation. As their story
moves back and forth in
time between 1902 and
1914, the fragile surface
propriety of the pre - World
War I society in which these
four characters live is
ruptured - revealing deceit,
hatred, infidelity, and
betrayal. "The Good
Soldier" is Edward
Ashburnham, who, as an
adherent to the moral code
of the English upper class,
is nonetheless consumed by
a passion for women
younger than his wife - a
stoic but fallible figure in
what his American friend,
John Dowell, calls "the
saddest story I ever heard."
Tiny Habits Allen & Unwin
"Heartbreaking yet hopeful,
this astute exploration of
the bonds and limitations of
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family is a perfect book club
pick.” – New York Times
bestselling author Joshilyn
Jackson A Most Anticipated
by Goodreads * SheReads *
E! News * Frolic Jessica
Strawser's A Million
Reasons Why is "a
fascinating foray into the
questions we are most
afraid to ask" (Jodi Picoult,
#1 New York Times
bestselling author)--the
story of two women who
discover a bond between
them that will change both
their lives forever. When two
strangers are linked by a
mail-in DNA test, it’s an
answered prayer—that is, for
one half sister. For the
other, it will dismantle
everything she knows to be
true. But as they step into
the unfamiliar realm of
sisterhood, the roles will
reverse in ways no one
could have foreseen.
Caroline lives a full, happy
life—thriving career, three

feisty children, enviable
marriage, and a close-knit
extended family. She
couldn’t have scripted it
better. Except for one thing:
She’s about to discover her
fundamental beliefs about
them all are wrong. Sela
lives a life in shades of gray,
suffering from irreversible
kidney failure. Her marriage
crumbled in the wake of her
illness. Her beloved mother,
always her closest friend,
unexpectedly passed away.
She refuses to be defined
by her grief, but still, she
worries what will happen to
her two-year-old son if she
doesn’t find a donor match
in time. She’s the only one
who knows Caroline is her
half sister and may also be
her best hope for a future.
But Sela’s world isn’t as
clear-cut as it appears—and
one misstep could destroy it
all. "A thrilling story of what
happens when a long-held
family secret comes to
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light...[Strawser] shows that
no one is ever truly a villain
or a hero, but instead, we
are all a beautiful and
messy mix of both." -
Associated Press review
The Jungle BoD – Books
on Demand
So. Were you glad, deep
down? Were you glad to
be rid of her? Your
perfect sister? Were you
secretly glad when she
was killed? Following a
horrific tragedy that
leaves her once perfect
family devastated,
Katherine Patterson
moves to a new city,
starts at a new school,
and looks forward to a
new life of quiet
anonymity. But when
Katherine meets the
gregarious and beautiful
Alice Parrie her resolution
to live a solitary life
becomes difficult.

Katherine is unable resist
the flattering attention that
Alice pays her and is so
charmed by Alice's
contagious enthusiasm
that the two girls soon
become firm friends.
Alice's joie de vivre is
transformative; it helps
Katherine forget her
painful past and slowly,
tentatively, Katherine
allows herself to start
enjoying life again. But
being friends with Alice is
complicated - and as
Katherine gets to know
her better she discovers
that although Alice can be
charming and generous
she can also be selfish
and egocentric.
Sometimes, even, Alice is
cruel. And when Katherine
starts to wonder if Alice is
really the kind of person
she wants as a friend, she
discovers something else
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about Alice - she doesn't
like being cast off.
Shocking and utterly
absorbing, Rebecca
James's strong narrative
will grip readers from the
very first page.
BEAUTIFUL MALICE has
become a publishing
phenomenon, sparking
numerous auctions
worldwide, selling to 27
countries, and launching a
previously unknown writer
into the centre of the
international book market.
The Red Mill
HarperCollins
The world's leading
expert on habit formation
shows how you can have
a happier, healthier life:
by starting small. Myth:
Change is hard. Reality:
Change can be easy if
you know the simple
steps of Behavior Design.
Myth: It's all about

willpower. Reality:
Willpower is fickle and
finite, and exactly the
wrong way to create
habits. Myth: You have to
make a plan and stick to
it. Reality: You transform
your life by starting small
and being flexible. BJ
FOGG is here to change
your life--and revolutionize
how we think about
human behavior. Based
on twenty years of
research and Fogg's
experience coaching more
than 40,000 people, Tiny
Habits cracks the code of
habit formation. With
breakthrough discoveries
in every chapter, you'll
learn the simplest proven
ways to transform your
life. Fogg shows you how
to feel good about your
successes instead of bad
about your failures.
Already the habit guru to
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companies around the
world, Fogg brings his
proven method to a global
audience for the first time.
Whether you want to lose
weight, de-stress, sleep
better, or be more
productive each day, Tiny
Habits makes it easy to
achieve.
How (Not) to Start an
Orphanage Currency
How could it be wrong to save
the children by starting an
orphanage? Oh, in so many
ways . . . Tara Winkler first
arrived in Cambodia to join a
tour group in 2005 and was
taken to visit a small
orphanage in Battambang.
The children were living in
extreme poverty, and Tara
was determined to raise
money to help them. Two
years later, after fundraising in
Australia, Tara returned to
Battambang only to discover
that the same children were in
deep trouble. Her
spontaneous response was to
find them a new, safe, home.

With a team of committed
locals and support from
friends, she established the
Cambodian Children's Trust
(CCT). With an instant family
of fourteen children and three
dogs, Tara had to learn a lot,
very fast. And, along the way,
she realised that many of the
actions she took with good
intentions were not at all what
the children needed - or
indeed, what any child needs.
CCT now helps vulnerable
children to escape poverty and
be cared for within their
families. In this compelling,
poignant and funny memoir,
Tara shares the many joys
and the terrible lows of her
journey thus far with honesty
and passion. Written with co-
writer, Lynda Delacey, How
(Not) to Start an Orphanage is
a book that will keep you
thinking long after you turn the
final page.
A Million Reasons Why
Penguin
Summary Phoenix is a
modern web framework built
for the Elixir programming
language. Elegant, fault-
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tolerant, and performant,
Phoenix is as easy to use as
Rails and as rock-solid as
Elixir's Erlang-based
foundation. Phoenix in Action
builds on your existing web
dev skills, teaching you the
unique benefits of Phoenix
along with just enough Elixir to
get the job done. Foreword by
Sasa Juric, author of Elixir in
Action, Second Edition.
Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About
the Technology Modern web
applications need to be
efficient to develop, lightning
fast, and unfailingly reliable.
Phoenix, a web framework for
the Elixir programming
language, delivers on all
counts. Elegant and intuitive,
Phoenix radically simplifies the
dev process. Built for
concurrency, Phoenix
channels make short work of
developing real-time
applications. And as for
reliability, Phoenix apps run on
the battle-tested Erlang VM,
so they're rock solid! About the

Book Phoenix in Action is an
example-based book that
teaches you to build
production-quality web apps.
You'll handle business logic,
database interactions, and app
designs as you progressively
create an online auction site.
As you go, you'll build
everything from the core
components to the real-time
user interactions where
Phoenix really shines. What's
inside Functional programming
in a web environment An
introduction to Elixir Database
interactions with Ecto Real-
time communication with
channels About the Reader
For web developers familiar
with a framework like Rails or
ASP.NET. No experience with
Elixir or Phoenix required.
About the Author Geoffrey
Lessel is a seasoned web
developer who speaks and
blogs about Elixir and
Phoenix. Table of Contents
PART 1 - GETTING
STARTED Ride the Phoenix
Intro to Elixir A little Phoenix
overview PART 2 - DIVING IN
DEEP Phoenix is not your
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application Elixir application
structure Bring in Phoenix
Making changes with
Ecto.Changeset Transforming
data in your browser Plugs,
assigns, and dealing with
session data Associating
records and accepting bids
PART 3 - THOSE
IMPORTANT EXTRAS Using
Phoenix channels for real-time
communication Building an
API Testing in Elixir and
Phoenix
Today. Not Tomorrow. John
Wiley & Sons
1906 bestseller shockingly
reveals intolerable labor
practices and unsanitary
working conditions in the
Chicago stockyards as it
tells the brutally grim story
of a Slavic family that
emigrates to America full of
optimism but soon
descends into numbing
poverty, moral degradation,
and despair. A fiercely
realistic American classic
that will haunt readers long
after they've finished the

last page.
Wired for Story St.
Martin's Press
Join David and Leigh
Eddings on a fascinating
behind-the-scenes tour of
the extensive background
materials they compiled
before beginning the
masterpiece of epic
fantasy unforgettably set
down in The Belgariad
and The Malloreon and
their two companion
volumes, Belgarath the
Sorcerer and Polgara the
Sorceress. Our tour
stretches from the
wealthy Empire of
Tolnedra to the remote
Isle of the Winds, from
the mysterious mountains
of Ulgoland to the
forbidding reaches of
darkest Mallorea. Along
the way, you will meet old
friends and enemies
alike. Rare volumes will
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be opened to your eyes.
Sacred holy books in
which you may read the
secrets of the Gods
themselves and of their
prophets. Scholarly
histories of the rise and
fall of empires from the
Imperial Library at Tol
Honeth. The profound
mysteries of the Malloreon
Gospels. THE RIVAN
CODEX will enrich your
understanding of all that
has gone before . . . and
whet your appetite for
more spectacular
adventures from this
talented team.
How Not to Start Third
Grade Faber & Faber
The inspirational bestseller
that ignited a movement
and asked us to find our
WHY Discover the book
that is captivating millions
on TikTok and that served
as the basis for one of the
most popular TED Talks of

all time—with more than 56
million views and counting.
Over a decade ago, Simon
Sinek started a movement
that inspired millions to
demand purpose at work, to
ask what was the WHY of
their organization. Since
then, millions have been
touched by the power of his
ideas, and these ideas
remain as relevant and
timely as ever. START
WITH WHY asks (and
answers) the questions: why
are some people and
organizations more
innovative, more influential,
and more profitable than
others? Why do some
command greater loyalty
from customers and
employees alike? Even
among the successful, why
are so few able to repeat
their success over and
over? People like Martin
Luther King Jr., Steve Jobs,
and the Wright Brothers had
little in common, but they all
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started with WHY. They
realized that people won't
truly buy into a product,
service, movement, or idea
until they understand the
WHY behind it. START
WITH WHY shows that the
leaders who have had the
greatest influence in the
world all think, act and
communicate the same
way—and it's the opposite of
what everyone else does.
Sinek calls this powerful
idea The Golden Circle, and
it provides a framework
upon which organizations
can be built, movements
can be led, and people can
be inspired. And it all starts
with WHY.
Beautiful Malice
Zondervan
All Groan Up: Searching
for Self, Faith, and A
Freaking Job! is the story
of the GenY/Millennial
generation told through
the individual story of

author Paul Angone. It’s a
story of struggle, hope,
failure, and doubts in the
twilight zone of growing
up and being grown,
connecting with his
twentysomething post-
college audience with raw
honesty, humor, and
hope.
LOVE The Beat Goes On
Eamon Dolan Books
PRAISE FOR It's Not
Where You Start, It's
Where You Finish! "Along
her journey, [Hennessy-
Ortega] has inspired,
motivated, and
encouraged thousands of
women to believe they
too can turn their dreams
and goals into realities.
You will love this book; it
will produce incredible
results in your life."
--Rena Tarbet,
Independent Senior
National Sales Director
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Mary Kay Inc. "With a
refreshing style all her
own, Gillian Hennessy-
Ortega uses her down-to-
earth wit and wisdom to
ignite your belief in what's
possible, raise your level
of expectation for your
future, recognize your
potential, and empower
you to take a step ahead
of the crowd and into a
lifetime of success. A
must-read for anyone
committed to living their
dreams!" --Lisa Diane,
author, When You Can
Walk on Water Why Take
the Boat? "Gillian inspired
me to reach for the level
of excellence I had dreamt
of. This book will
encourage you, at all
levels of your life, to reach
for your highest
accomplishments. You
won't be able to put this
book down. Inspiring!"

--Albert Pujols, First
Baseman, St. Louis
Cardinals 2001 National
League Rookie of the
Year "In It's Not Where
You Start, It's Where You
Finish!, Gillian shares the
nuggets of truth that
ensure both starting and
finishing with results and
excellence. As someone
who uniquely knows what
it means to live the
American Dream, she has
made herself a master of
life and business. Now, as
master teacher, she is
passing it on to you."
--Pamela Waldrop Shaw,
author, Design Your Life
90-Day Planner
Independent National
Sales Director, Mary Kay
Inc. "Gillian inspires
people to reach farther
and stretch beyond the
comfort zone and into
greatness. She has
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practical, straightforward
ideas and tools to help
any organization or
individual move to the
next level of success. I
would recommend this
book to anyone who
desires success in their
life." --Guy F. Hulen,
Director of Human
Resources Hong Kong
Shanghai Banc Corp.
(HSBC)
Beginnings, Middles and
Ends BenBella Books, Inc.
#1 New York Times Bestseller
Over 10 million copies sold In
this generation-defining self-
help guide, a superstar
blogger cuts through the crap
to show us how to stop trying
to be "positive" all the time so
that we can truly become
better, happier people. For
decades, we’ve been told
that positive thinking is the
key to a happy, rich life. "F**k
positivity," Mark Manson says.
"Let’s be honest, shit is
f**ked and we have to live

with it." In his wildly popular
Internet blog, Manson doesn’t
sugarcoat or equivocate. He
tells it like it is—a dose of raw,
refreshing, honest truth that is
sorely lacking today. The
Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k
is his antidote to the coddling,
let’s-all-feel-good mindset that
has infected American society
and spoiled a generation,
rewarding them with gold
medals just for showing up.
Manson makes the argument,
backed both by academic
research and well-timed poop
jokes, that improving our lives
hinges not on our ability to turn
lemons into lemonade, but on
learning to stomach lemons
better. Human beings are
flawed and limited—"not
everybody can be
extraordinary, there are
winners and losers in society,
and some of it is not fair or
your fault." Manson advises us
to get to know our limitations
and accept them. Once we
embrace our fears, faults, and
uncertainties, once we stop
running and avoiding and start
confronting painful truths, we
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can begin to find the courage,
perseverance, honesty,
responsibility, curiosity, and
forgiveness we seek. There
are only so many things we
can give a f**k about so we
need to figure out which ones
really matter, Manson makes
clear. While money is nice,
caring about what you do with
your life is better, because true
wealth is about experience. A
much-needed grab-you-by-the
-shoulders-and-look-you-in-the-
eye moment of real-talk, filled
with entertaining stories and
profane, ruthless humor, The
Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k
is a refreshing slap for a
generation to help them lead
contented, grounded lives.
How Not To Start A
Backpack Company
Random House Books for
Young Readers
Magnus Chase has seen
his share of trouble. Ever
since that terrible night
two years ago when his
mother told him to run, he
has lived alone on the

streets of Boston,
surviving by his wits,
staying one step ahead of
the police and truant
officers. On
It's Not Where You Start, It's
Where You Finish! Writers
Digest Books
Reproduction of the original:
War and Peace by Leo Tolstoi
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